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Internet benefits societies by constantly connecting devices and transmitting data across the world. However, due to the lack of
architectural built-in security, the pervasive network attacks faced by the entire information technology are considered to be
unending and inevitable. As Internet evolves, security issues are regularly fixed according to a patch-like strategy. Nevertheless, the
patch-like strategy generally results in arms races and passive situations, leaving an endless lag in both existing and emerging
attacking surface. In this paper, we present NAIS (Network Architecture with Intrinsic Security)—a network architecture towards
trustworthiness and security. By solving stubborn security issues like IP spoofing, MITM (man-in-the-middle) attacks, and DDoS
(distributed denial of service) attacks at architectural level, NAIS is envisioned to provide the most secure end-to-end com-
munication in the network layer. ,is paper first presents a comprehensive analysis of network security at Internet range. ,en,
the system design of NAIS is elaborated with particular design philosophies and four security techniques. Such philosophies and
techniques intertwine internally and contribute to a communication environment with authenticity, privacy, accountability,
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Finally, we evaluate the security functionalities on the packet forwarding performance,
demonstrating that NAIS can efficiently provide security and trustworthiness in Internet end-to-end communication.

1. Introduction

,e Internet protocol (IP) as the vital waist in the protocol
stack forwards packets all over the world. However, endless
security issues like IP spoofing, privacy breach, and denial of
service attacks still threaten the current Internet. Due to the
lack of security considerations in the original design of
Internet infrastructure, patches to improve Internet security
are hysteretic and inefficient in defending various network
attacks. With massive heterogeneous devices accessing the
network, the network environment becomes more com-
plicated and security issues become more outstanding to
hinder the widespread use of the emerging network
techniques.

By analyzing the issues of existing IP protocols, there is a
big challenge to balance authenticity, privacy, and ac-
countability. IP address spoofing is attackers’ customary
tactics to avoid being filtered and tracked. ,ere are still 1/3
autonomous systems permitting IP spoofing [1]. ,is de-
stroys authenticity and provides convenience for distributed
reflective denial of service (DRDoS) attacks [2]. Actually, a

static and verifiable IP address is expected to prevent IP
spoofing. However, mobility makes blacklist filters with
static IP addresses less effective, and it is also difficult for the
destination to identify spoofed packets when verification at
the source fails. If the authenticity of IP addresses exposed in
the header is guaranteed, accountability will be easily
achieved to identify, track, and filter illegal traffic. However,
it may bring big threats for senders’ privacy. Privacy-curious
entities can identify senders’ identities and track locations
based on authentic IP addresses. Attackers can infer other
privacy information by correlating different activities based
on nondynamic IP addresses.

It is widely accepted that the confidentiality and integrity
of the packet payload can be protected by security protocols
(e.g., IPsec and TLS). However, security of all these protocols
is based on secure key exchange. Without efficient au-
thentication, victims may be cheated to exchange a key with
an attacker in the middle, which can hack the Dif-
fie–Hellman key exchange process. Even though MITM
attacks can be prevented by adopting the public key in-
frastructure (PKI) mechanism, the single point of failure or
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unilateral misbehavior of the centralized authority becomes
a new and worse problem. Moreover, heavy public key
infrastructure (PKI) mechanisms may be infeasible for most
resource constrained IoT devices to transfer and verify PKI
certificates.

Additionally, the number of DDoS attacks, as one of the
top threats that destroy network availability, reached 4.8
million in the first half of 2020 [3].With attack amplitudes in
the 2.3 terabit per second scale [4], not only the targets of the
attacks were affected but collateral damage may take down
many different remote sites. Although academia and in-
dustry have made efforts to offer defense mechanisms, DDoS
issues cannot be fundamentally solved. Most proposals re-
quire high-cost hardware or software updates, and it is
difficult to enforce the deployment of these proposals in
Internet.With the addition of billions of heterogeneous, easy
to compromise IoTdevices to the Internet, the magnitude of
the problem has grown even more [5]. ,e assumption that
devices can be trusted inside a management domain is
untenable, and a lot of attacks may happen inside the
domain.

Motivated by solving these stubborn security issues, we
carry out a detailed security analysis of end-to-end com-
munication and have an insight into the root weaknesses of
IP networks. Firstly, the IPv4 or IPv6 addresses with identity
and location semantics lack the features of self-verification
and privacy protection. Without dynamic, unforgeable yet
privacy-preserving identifiers, it is hard to achieve au-
thenticity, accountability, and privacy simultaneously. Sec-
ondly, the most pervasive forwarding devices like routers
and switches only act as the dumb pipe to transfer IP packets
without security functions to filter spoofed and malicious
traffic. Expensive middle boxes like firewalls and intrusion
detection systems cannot be deployed 1 :1 with the for-
warding devices; thus, all the traffic should be redirected to
the security devices, which results in inefficiency and latency.
Finally, there is a lack of efficient collaboration, especially
cross-domain collaboration, among end devices and net-
work forwarding devices to defend attacks like DDoS at-
tacks, which cannot be solved by security solutions deployed
in a single device or a single domain.

To eliminate the inherent security weaknesses of the
existing IP networks, we present a network architecture with
intrinsic security, called NAIS, which offers trustworthy
security for end-to-end communication. ,ere are four key
techniques in NAIS: (a) minimum-trust-based authenticity
verification to cure IP spoofing, (b) accountable and privacy-
preserving dynamic identifiers based on ID and location
separation, (c) decentralized and ID-built-in cryptographic
key infrastructure which constructs the trust anchor to
secure communication, and (d) collaboration-based inter-
domain attack defense and tracing technique to mitigate
malicious attacks.

More specifically, NAIS makes use of (1) ID and locator
separation: decoupling identity (ID) and location (locator)
from current IP addresses and using short-term ID and
credentials to guarantee identity authenticity in control
plane, dynamically encrypted ID in data plane to prevent
illegal tracking, and partial encrypted locator to support

routing and protect location privacy; (2) more flexible
identifiers embedded in IP packet header to support user-
defined security verification and cross-domain collabora-
tion; and (3) ID-built-in cryptographic keys: host identifier is
bound with the identity key to secure key exchange. Con-
tributions of NAIS can be summarized as follows:

(i) We propose a new network architecture with
trustworthiness and security characteristics, which
provides a decentralized trust anchor without any
single root of trust and eliminates the weaknesses of
current IP networks.

(ii) We present a robust privacy protection scheme for
IP packets in data plane, which can support packet-
level privacy to prevent illegal tracking and corre-
lation analysis.

(iii) Flexible IP header design towards minimal-trust
model to support multistep fast verification and
filtering. By embedding flexible identifiers, for-
warding devices in the path can identify legal
packets and filter illegal packets based on symmetric
cryptography.

(iv) Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our
security functions implemented in data plane have
little effect on packet forwarding performance, and
our scheme can support line-rate packet forwarding
with hardware acceleration.

In this paper, we firstly analyze security issues and re-
quirements of existing end-to-end communication in Sec-
tion 2. ,en, we give a system design of NAIS in Section 3
and illustrate the specific design of four security techniques
in Section 4. ,e performance evaluation is given in Section
5. Finally, we summarize the conclusions and discuss future
work in Section 6.

2. Security Issues and Requirements Analysis

As current IP addresses are coupled with multiple meanings,
“identity,” “address,” and “accountable identifier,” the in-
herent weakness that is too heavy burden on the unique IP
identifier makes it hard to satisfy all the security require-
ments simultaneously. We give an overview map of security
issues and requirement analysis of end-to-end communi-
cation process in Figure 1. ,e detailed analysis of au-
thenticity, privacy vs. accountability, confidentiality and
integrity, and availability is discussed in this section.

2.1. Authenticity and Accountability. IP spoofing within the
source network is a persistent threat that damages au-
thenticity. It is always adopted by attackers to launch session
hijacking, MITM attacks, and DDoS attacks, and it is an
essential ingredient of DRDoS attacks. Without an efficient
verification of IP addresses, attackers can easily generate a
spoofed IP address in the header, especially in the first
packet, to cheat innocent nodes and make accountability
infeasible.

In order to mitigate IP spoofing, many antispoofing
approaches (IEF [6], uRPF [7], SPM [8], hop-count filtering
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[9]) have been proposed. ,e existing antispoofing solutions
consist of three techniques: egress filtering in the source
domain, ingress filtering in the destination domain, and
cooperation-based interdomain filtering [10]. Both egress
filtering and ingress filtering are implemented in routers or
switches by configuring access control lists (ACLs). How-
ever, ACL proved to be complex and hard to manage.
Moreover, most ingress filtering methods are too inflexible
to cope with dynamic topology and always have low filtering
accuracy since self-learning would incur false positives.
Additionally, autonomous systems (ASes) lack incentive to
deploy egress filtering mechanisms like SAVI [11]. Even if
egress/ingress filtering solutions are deployed, it is still
difficult for the victim host to identify the spoofed IP packets
that have been carefully constructed, and these approaches
may not work on traffic encrypted by IPsec or Tor. For
example, uRPF which has been implemented in many
routers cannot prevent attackers from the same subnet.

In fact, efficient defense techniques require ASes’ co-
operation to accurately identify spoofed IP addresses since
single-fence model is inadequate to filter spoofed packets.
SAVA [12] as an interdomain filtering mechanism prevents
faked packets based on authentication tags sharing among
autonomous system alliance. Path-based filtering [13, 14] is
another interdomain technique, which verifies the packets
by the path they flow through. However, most path-based
filteringmay bring a significant verification overhead for AS-
level hop-by-hop processing.

Authenticity is the basis of providing accountability for a
trustworthy network. In addition to IP addresses, more ver-
ifiable information is still needed to ensure packets’ validity.
However, in the existing IP networks, both network devices
and end devices face challenges to identify illegal traffic just
based on IP addresses. Even though existing solutions based
on application layer data can filter some types of malicious
traffic, they are time-consuming and are not fit for all the
attack scenarios. For example, network devices cannot filter
encrypted traffic between porn sites to children by checking
domain name or application content. Besides, solutions
deployed in the end devices can check the trustworthiness of

sites to be visited based on the domain name, but users may
still be misdirected to send IP packets to phishing websites
without domain name resolution. Traffic from compromised
public IP camera devices may still be forwarded to congest the
victim game sites without checking by routers.

,erefore, authenticity and trustworthiness verification
schemes need to be designed and deployed in the future IP
networks. Network devices should have the ability to defend
IP spoofing and distinguish illegal or unreasonable traffic
based on IP layer data. With the entering of massive devices
and with network environment becoming more complex,
the assumption that only out-of-domain traffic is untrusted
cannot keep a foothold. Attack traffic originated from the
inner domain should also be consideredMeanwhile, in order
to maintain high speed of packet forwarding, verification
with high performance is required to be implemented in
multiple nodes against both uplink and downlink directions.

Compared with the existing solutions, our antispoofing
technique in this paper is a multilevel authenticity verifi-
cation including intradomain verification and interdomain
verification. Neither complex and big ACL table is need, nor
are sharing authentication tags used to identify spoofed
packets. ,e authenticity verification functions imple-
mented in routers are stateless and efficient based on fast
symmetric cryptography. More identifiers with compound
semantics including identity, attributes, and location are
embedded in IP packet header, and all this information will
be verified without breaking end-to-end security. ,erefore,
network devices can precisely determine whether a packet is
spoofed or illegal.

2.2. Privacy vs. Accountability. It is contradictory to acquire
both privacy and accountability in IP networks. ,e at-
tention rate of privacy has risen in recent years, especially
with the publishing of General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). Users do not want their devices to be identified and
traced by untrusted entities. IP-based correlation analysis
makes boring ads more precise but brings deep privacy
leakage risks to users.

Header Payload

Authenticity Privacy vs. Accountability Confidentiality and integrity Availability

Source Destination

IP spoofing
(i) Session hijacking
(ii) MITM attack
(iii) DDoS attack

IP privacy leakage
(i) Identity leakage 
(ii) Tracking locations
(iii) Correlating traffic

Spoofed IP facilitating
DDoS attack
(i) Massive spoofed packets
(ii) DRDoS attacks

IP cheating in key
exchange
(i) MITM attack
(ii) Single failure of PKI node

IP addresses in the header of
the first packet can be easily
spoofed. Efficient verification
is required for quick routing.

Exposing IP, port and TTL on
wire for routing decreases

privacy, but anonymizing them
decreases accountability.

IPSec/TLS can protect payload,
but cannot resist exchanging keys
with an unexpected entity before

establishing security context.

Anyone can send DDoS
traffic to overwhelm

targets' bandwidth, CPU,
or memory.

Figure 1: End-to-end security analysis.
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Compared with other identifiers (cookies, browser fin-
gerprints, device IDs, etc.), IP addresses embedded in the
packets cannot be deleted or hided since they must be ex-
posed for routing. However, IP addresses are adopted by
most services to implement cross-browser tracking and even
cross-device tracking. In the user side, we need an anony-
mous, untraced, and uncorrelated dynamic IP for privacy
consideration. In the network side, an authentic, traceable,
and permanent identifier is expected to support account-
ability for identifying, tracing, and shutting off illegal traffic.
However, IP addresses which serve as both identity identifier
and location identifier are unable to match paradoxical
dynamic and permanent requirements from privacy and
accountability.

Even though privacy and accountability have been
researched for decades, there exist no perfect solutions to
solve the contradictory issue.

Passport [15] and ISP privacy [16] can preserve privacy
of source IP addresses but cannot hide the original ISP
information. Mailbox [17] shared by multiple nodes to re-
ceive packets can hide authentic destination IP addresses,
but it lacks source privacy. Onion networks (Tor [18–20]) are
assumed to be efficient techniques that provide sufficient
privacy, but these solutions are challenged by protocol in-
compatibilities and demanding cryptographic processing on
constrained IoT devices [21]. Moreover, they have draw-
backs with regard to achieving perfect privacy [22] and high
performance. Although the privacy of IPv6 addresses has
been paid attention by researchers, most works of IETF
(temporary addresses [23], SLAAC [24], DHCPv6 [25]) only
focus on the latter 64 bit interface identifier, instead of prefix
privacy. In fact, the prefix in 5Gwhich uniquely identifies the
sender of IPv6-type PDU Session can also bring privacy
issues. When the prefix is only shared by a small set of users,
identity privacy as well as location privacy may also suffer
from leakage threat.

In order to provide accountability, several approaches
(AIP [26], APIP [27], APNA [28]) have also been provided
by researchers. However, AIP only works for accountability
and ignores privacy. APIP only considers source address
privacy, and spoofed packets can also pass as not all packets
are verified. APNA well achieves privacy and accountability
by bringing in ephemeral ID but relies on frequent PKI
certificates’ requests and responses to resist correlation
analysis of the same public key.

From the above analysis, it seems impossible to acquire
both privacy and accountability due to the inherent flaw of
IP addresses’ multiple roles. In fact, identity identifier and
location identifier can be detached from IP addresses. To
support identity privacy and accountability, a verifiable
privacy identifier is to be designed, so that real identity can
only be checked and discovered by small legal authorities.

Compared with overlay privacy solutions like onion
routing, our technique is inherently implemented in net-
work layer by routers. ,e privacy of IoT traffic can also be
protected in this paper. To support location privacy and
routing, a partial encrypted locator with minimal privacy
disclosure is implemented. By separating ID and locator, our
method can achieve packet-level privacy. However, some

existing methods in IETF cannot achieve this goal. In ad-
dition, the authentic identity is hided in the encrypted
identifiers of IP header. ,erefore, we can achieve fast ac-
countability without step by step tracking and big table
searching.

2.3. Confidentiality and Integrity. It is widely accepted that
the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data should be
guaranteed by cryptographic techniques. In order to protect
sensitive data in the payload of IP packets, TLS/SSL or other
upper security protocols can be adopted, and we can also
achieve confidentiality of data in the IP header by IPsec
tunneling mode. However, security of all these protocols is
based secure key exchange. If the process of key establish-
ment is not trustworthy, data security may become empty
words.

Dynamic key exchange is extensively adopted in the
Internet, compared with static and inflexible preshared key
approaches. Diffie–Hellman key exchange [29, 30] is a
widely used method to dynamically exchange cryptographic
keys over a public channel, but it suffers from man-in-the-
middle attacks [31–33] without entity authentication. In
order to resist MITM attacks, two different types of au-
thentication methods are proposed: shared symmetric key-
basedmethods and PKI certificate-basedmethods. However,
symmetric key-based methods need out-of-band key dis-
tribution mechanism.,e PKI certificate-based methods are
flexible about authenticating entities without any preshared
information. However, there are three types of weaknesses in
the existing PKI, which can be adopted by attackers to
launch MITM attacks in the TLS protocol. Firstly, the trust
anchor CA may issue illegal certificates for single point
failure of centralized PKI [34], and there is no boundary
limit of CA certificates as any CA can issue any certificate for
any entity. Secondly, it lacks efficient management of root
certificates in the clients since an illegal root certificate may
be easily implanted in the client by attackers. ,irdly, re-
voked certificate list may not be efficiently verified at the
clients.

,erefore, there are still a lot of issues to be solved when
exploring dynamic and secure key exchange solutions. To
eradicate identity spoofing in end-to-end communication,
constructing decentralized trust anchor may be a main
trend.

2.4. Availability. DDoS attack is still a stubborn issue to be
solved for providing availability in the network. ,e Mirai
botnet, composed primarily of embedded and IoT devices,
took the Internet by storm in late 2016 [35]. With more and
more IoT devices connecting to the network, the situation
may be aggravated in the future. As the goal of 5G, about 1
million device connections in only 1 square kilometers [36],
will be supported by the network. ,erefore, DoS attacks
from the inner network also should not be underestimated.

In terms of mitigating the threat of DDoS attacks, ac-
ademia has made efforts to offer promising defense mech-
anisms including rule-based methods [37, 38] and statistics-
based methods. ,e rule-based methods can effectively filter
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known attack traffic but cannot cope with complex unknown
or encrypted attack traffic. Although unknown attack
packets can be identified based on datamining [39], machine
learning [40, 41], and AI [42], the accuracy mostly depends
on the training dataset.

Due to lack of security consideration when designing the
network at the beginning, anti-DDoS solutions in industry are
mainly BGP blackhole [43, 44] and traffic scrubbing imple-
mented in expensive and proprietary hardware appliances
(deployed in-house or in the cloud [45, 46]). Regarding BGP
blackhole, it discards malicious traffic and legitimate traffic
indiscriminately, and the victim still cannot provide normal
services. Traffic scrubbing is a postponed solution which
brings delay by analyzing application layer data. Dots [47] can
be assumed to be an inherent method to mitigate DDoS
attacks. However, it lacks efficient incentive mechanism to
motivate inter-AS cooperation. In addition, most approaches
cannot detect and prevent DDoS in the edge of network or
near the source; the service will soon be unavailable when
DDoS traffic arrives at the victim. In a word, without resource
advantages, it is still laborious for current patch-like defense
approaches to resist overwhelming DDoS traffic.

Compared with the existing anti-DDoS solutions, our
method is a collaboration-based multilevel anti-DDoS
scheme. Firstly, we can prevent DDoS traffic with spoofed
identifiers in the source domain. Secondly, we can also filter
spoofed traffic from dishonest domains at the border router
of the destination domain. Even if filtering at the border
router fails, we still can identify most legal traffic by routers
in front of the victim. Finally, we can also request the
cooperated domains to filter malicious traffic near the
source. All the filters are efficiently implemented in routers
based on authenticated identifiers of network layer. How-
ever, routers in the existing network have no perfect
methods to identify attack traffic without analyzing appli-
cation layer data. Solutions which bring much overhead and
redirection latency are always deployed in specific security
devices like firewalls. Our methods which include anti-
spoofing technique and user-defined identifiers in network
layer can accurately and efficiently identify most DDoS
packets by routers in the path.

3. NAIS Design Overview

,is section describes the system design of NAIS. We firstly
introduce five core network functions with security ability
and then give the assumptions and the threat model. Finally,
an end-to-end communication example is given.

3.1. Core Network Functions. We divide end-to-end com-
munication into interdomain communication and intra-
domain communication. ,e trust anchor of interdomain
communication is a decentralized ID and public key in-
frastructure to eliminate the threat of single point failure.
Every autonomous domain has its ownmanagement policies
and boundary. On the one hand, every domain defines its
own policies to achieve source authenticity, accountability,
and privacy. On the other hand, every domain provides ID

and credential management for its nodes and provides
proofs for the traffic originated in it to support interdomain
authenticity verification and source tracing.

Figure 2 shows five core types of network functions in
every domain: identity manager (IDM), accountability agent
(AA), ID authenticator (IDA), ID router (IDR), and border
router (BR). IDM is responsible for managing entity identity
and issuing ephemeral anonymous certificates (including
global anonymous identifier EID) to the host. AA is re-
sponsible for tracing illegal traffic. IDA authenticates the
host and issue keys used in data plane to the host. IDR is used
to provide authenticity for its outgoing packets, filter DDoS
traffic, and also provide optional privacy service for hosts.
Border routers are responsible for interdomain authenticity
verification, and location privacy is also enforced by border
routers. In NAIS, routers in data plane adopt symmetric
cryptography techniques to provide packet-level authen-
ticity and privacy. ,e definition of all the symbols used in
this paper is given in Table 1.

We present four key techniques in the following:

(i) Minimum-trust-based authenticity verification.
,ere is no complete trust in interdomain traffic or
intradomain traffic. ,e authenticity of traffic of
both uplink and downlink can be guaranteed. When
a packet is transmitted, it is verified by both the
routers in the source domain and the routers in the
destination domain.

(ii) Accountable and privacy-preserving dynamic ID/
locator. Dynamic ID and locator which confuse
unauthorized entities are used to prevent privacy
breach and correlation analysis. ,e entity outside
the source domain can only uncover a packet’s
domain information, rather than the specific loca-
tion and senders’ identity. When attacks happen,
the victim can trace illegal traffic back to the source
domain, and only the source domain can track the
sender by opening the authentic ID and locator.

(iii) Decentralized and ID-built-in cryptographic
keys. A decentralized key management scheme is
applied to avoid single point failure. Key man-
agement is isolated by domains, which means that
the compromise of domain key can only impact
one domain, whereas a compromised authority in
PKI can issue or revoke certificates without
specific boundary. ,e identity keys to negotiate
session keys are built-in in the host identifiers,
and man-in-the-middle attacks can be completely
eradicated.

(iv) Interdomain attack defense and tracing. Most
spoofed traffic can be filtered by the intradomain
routers and border routers in the destination do-
main. When DDoS attacks of large volume happen,
the sender can embed an authentication identifier in
IP header to get priority to pass verification in the
destination.,e victim host can also initiate a cross-
domain attack defense protocol and request the
source domain to filter illegal flow.

Security and Communication Networks 5



3.2. Assumptions and(reatModel. We assume that IDA in
the control plane is honest to authenticate hosts but is
curious to obtain or leak hosts’ permanent and authentic
identity. For instance, when a host from the trusted domain
Amoves to access domain B’s network, the IDA in domain B
firstly authenticates the host and try to obtain the authentic
identifier of the host.

We also assume that legal border routers are honest to
support authenticity verification and privacy protection for

outgoing packets. ,is means that they sign the packets with
secure cryptographic primitives to help the destination to
verify the source authenticity. Besides, they also encrypt the
specific inner locator in outgoing packets based on hosts’
privacy policy. We do not assume that IDR at the edge in the
source is secure enough to check authenticity. Both the host
and IDR may try to forge the packets’ origin. For instance, a
host may use a spoofed ID in its sending packets, and a
compromised IDR located in edge network may transfer
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Figure 2: Network architecture with intrinsic security for end-to-end communication.

Table 1: List of used notation.

Notation Description
IDM Identity manager for managing identity and credentials
AA Accountability agent for tracking the source identity
IDA ID authenticator for authenticating an entity
IDR ID router for verifying host ID authenticity
BR Border router
HID Host identifier
I-Loc Inner locator for routing in the intradomain
O-Loc Outer locator for routing in the interdomain
EID Ephemeral and encrypted ID to identify a host
EI-Loc Encrypted inner locator
EHID Encrypted host ID
Code Message authentication code
SAC Source authentication code for host ID authenticity
DAC Domain authentication code for domain ID authenticity
LAC Location authentication code for locator authenticity
AID+Code Authenticated user identifier and message authentication code
SrcLoc Source host locator
DstLoc Destination host locator
SrcDomainID Source domain identifier
DstDomainID Destination domain identifier
HK A symmetric key owned by the host
MACKey A symmetric key to protect layer-2 data
MK A symmetric master key owned by border routers
VK and DK A shared symmetric key to verify authenticity
SK A symmetric key to encrypt data in IP header
PF A privacy flag
DF A dynamic factor which may be randomly generated
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spoofed IP packets and may tamper the source identifier to
avoid being traced.

For privacy consideration, the destinations and the en-
tities on the links (host to IDR, IDR to BR, BR to destination)
are curious to analyze the sender’s specific locations and
correlate activities of the same host. For example, a website
may correlate the host current activity with the same host’s
other activities in other cooperated sites or in previous visits.

All the cryptographic primitives used in NAIS are as-
sumed to be secure.

3.3. Communication Example. We describe the high-level
workflow for communication between two hosts in Fig-
ure 2. ,e detailed workflow is described in Section 4.
When the source host connects to the network, it firstly
authenticates itself to the IDA in the access network. After
successful authentication, the host establishes secure
channel with IDR based on symmetric keys, and the access
network acts as the source domain to provide secure
packet forwarding service.

Network Access Procedure. ,e host firstly presents an
ephemeral anonymous certificate to the IDA to authenticate
itself. ,e ephemeral certificate issued by the IDM includes
an encrypted ID (EID), public key, expire time, signature,
and other information. ,e IDM may or may not belong to
the same domain with IDA. Only the entities authorized by
IDM can decrypt the encrypted ID to obtain the authentic
and permanent identity. After a successful authentication,
the IDA issues several symmetric keys to the host and the
IDR. ,ese keys are used in the data plane. ,e host and the
IDR establish a security connection based on the shared
symmetric key issued by the IDA.

End-to-End Communication Procedure. Before sending a
packet, the source host generates and adds a source au-
thentication code in the packet header. When the IDR in the
source domain receives the packet, it firstly checks and
obfuscates the source ID in the packet header. ,en, it adds
an inner locator and a location authentication code in the
header to prove that the packet really comes from the
claimed location. After the border router in the source
domain receives the packet, it firstly verifies the source
authentication code and the location authentication code.
,en, it encrypts the inner locator and adds a domain au-
thenticity code in the header to prove that the packet really
comes from this domain. Finally, it transfers the packet.
When the packet arrives at the destination domain, the
domain authenticity code is firstly verified by the border
router. ,e packet may also be verified by the IDR near the
destination when the destination host suffers from DDoS
attacks. After passing all the verification, the packet arrives at
the destination host.

4. NAIS Detailed Design

NAIS aims at providing authenticity, accountability, and
privacy for IP header information; confidentiality and

integrity for the payload; and availability. All these security
features are achieved by the four key techniques: (1) min-
imum-trust-based authenticity verification; (2) accountable
and privacy-preserving dynamic ID/Loc; (3) decentralized
and ID-built-in cryptographic keys; (4) interdomain attack
defense and tracing.,e detailed description of NAIS will be
illustrated in the following subsections.

4.1. Minimum-Trust-Based Authenticity Verification.
Minimum-trust-based verification is designed to block
spoofed traffic from dishonest entities from both intra-
domain and interdomain. NAIS combines self-filtering of
the source domain and interdomain verification to guar-
antee the authenticity of packets’ origin.

We design distributed IDA to authenticate hosts in the
control plane. With massive IoT devices connecting to the
network, adopting distributed IDA improves the efficiency
of authentication. Compared with the authentication pro-
tocol between a host and a remote centralized server, dis-
tributed authentication reduces the delay of authentication
requests and responses. It also mitigates the DDoS attacks
against a centralized authentication server and solves per-
formance bottleneck issues of the centralized server. A host
accesses the network by using a PKI certificate issued by any
IDM, whose public key and user identifier space are
recorded in the decentralized ID and public key database.
,e anonymous EID should match the user identifier space
of the IDM. ,e IDA decides whether it accepts the cer-
tificate issued by this IDM based on its security policy or
cooperation agreement with the IDM. ,e authentication
protocol can be the EAP protocol [48] or other secure
authentication protocols.

However, the existing authentication protocol for
accessing the network like 802.1X [49] is not based on IP
protocol since the host has not been issued an IP address
before finishing authentication. An application proxy to
transform authentication packets is implemented in the
access point, and the existing authentication protocol has a
very complex procedure which requires 3 or more RTTs. In
our design, the authentication protocol for connecting to the
network is simplified without an application proxy to
conduct protocol translation. A unique ID in the network
layer is used in the first authentication request packet for
routing. Aiming at reducing overhead for authentication, the
new authentication protocol can also be adopted by most
constrained IoT devices.

,e ID routers near the hosts are designed to take over
the first step authenticity check in data plane. After suc-
cessful authentication, several keys including HK and
MACKey are issued to the host by the IDA. ,e HK is used
to generate source authentication code and is only disclosed
to the source host and the border router. ,e MACKey is
used to establish a security connection on the link layer
between the host and the ID router. ,e ID router shares a
lot of symmetric keys with the other ID routers and the
border routers in the same domain. To support the source
authenticity, the border router uses a master key to verify
source ID, and it uses symmetric keys shared with the ID
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routers in the same domain to verify source locator. It also
maintains a lot of symmetric keys shared with the border
router in the other domains to support cross-domain ver-
ification. ,e detailed procedure of authenticity verification
is shown in Figure 3.

For outgoing traffic, the host firstly uses HK (a symmetric
key) to compute a SAC (source authentication code). ,e
SAC in the packet header is used to prove that the packet is
really generated by HID (source host ID) of the claimed host.
When the packet arrives at the ID router, the ID router checks
HID and adds I-Loc (an inner locator) and LAC (location
authentication code) in the header. ,e LAC computed with
VK (a symmetric key) is used to prove that the packet really
comes from I-Loc claimed region. VK is shared between the
ID router and the border router. ,e border router then
verifies LAC, and it performs sampling verification on SAC.
,e HK to verify SAC is derived fromHID andMK (a master
key), so that no per host status is maintained by the border
router. By randomly verifying SAC, the border router decides
whether the IDR is compromised. ,erefore, packets with
spoofed EID or spoofed locator will not be forwarded by
routers. After successful verification, the border router gen-
erates DAC (a new domain authentication code) to replace
the LAC. ,e DAC is also a message authentication code
calculated with DK (a symmetric key), which is shared with
the destination domain.

For incoming traffic from outside domains, the border
router in the destination domain verifies the authenticity
and forwards packets to the correct host. Firstly, the border
router queries its database to obtain the symmetric key DK
based on the source domain ID. ,en it verifies the DAC
with DK. If the packet passes verification, the border router
replaces the DAC with a new LAC. LAC is calculated with
the key VK shared between the BR and the ID router near the
receiver. ,e LAC in this step is used to prevent an inner
dishonest host via a compromised ID router from forging
outer domain packets. Finally, the packet is forwarded by the
BR to the IDR.

For incoming traffic from ID routers inside the domain,
the ID router near the destination host verifies the LAC to
filter spoofed traffic. For example, in the mobile edge
computing scenario, every two ID routers share a symmetric
key. For intradomain communication, the IDR near the
sender generates LAC with a VK. ,e VK shared with the
IDR near the receiver is used to verify LAC and prevent
spoofed packets from intradomain. Only packets with
correct LAC can be transferred by the destination IDR.

By separating hosts’ identifier and network locator, we
provide the authenticity of host identity and location. NAIS
is scalable to support more self-defined identifiers in IP
header. According to the requirement, both source hosts and
network devices are able to embed unforgettable identifiers
like security attributes to support fine-grained filtering. A
packet with source identifiers can be filtered by multistep
verification. Besides self-filtering in the source domain, we
also make the destination domains have the ability to
prevent spoofed packets. ,e dishonest behavior of hosts
and network devices can be discovered via verification, and
the goal to implement minimum-trust principle is achieved.

4.2. Accountable and Privacy-Preserving ID/Loc. NAIS well
balances accountability and privacy by separating identity
and location identifiers from IP addresses. Global ID as the
host’s ID and Loc (locator) as the least addressable region
locator are embedded in the header of every packet. Efficient
accountability is supported by adopting a global unique host
identifier (EID) in IP header. It means that authorities can
quickly identify the sender based on host ID without step by
step tracing. Privacy is also achieved by using encrypted ID
and locator.,e activities in different websites or in different
time slots of the same host cannot be correlated by privacy-
curious websites and illegal eavesdropper. No entities out-
side the source domain can discover the specific location of
the sender. ,e detailed procedure to generate and translate
privacy ID and locator is shown in Figure 4.

Host identity privacy is achieved by obfuscating source
identifiers in the ID router. ,e privacy on the link from the
host to IDR is protected by a secure connection. Before
initiating a new flow, the source host generates a new HID as
the source ID in the header. ,e HID is composed of a
privacy flag (PF), EID, and a dynamic factor (DF). For
outgoing packets, based on the indication of PF, the IDR
obfuscates HID (the source ID) with a secure encryption
algorithm. By encrypting HID with IDR’s private key (SK1),
we can achieve different ciphertexts of the same host ID by
inputting DF to resist privacy correlation analysis. For
intradomain traffic, the destination host uses I-Loc (IDR’s
locator) and EHID (encrypted host ID) to uniquely identify
the source host. For outgoing packets arriving at the border
router, the BR generates EI-Loc by obfuscating I-Loc with its
private key (SK2) and EHID. ,e destination host uses BR’s
locator (O-Loc), EI-Loc, and EHID to uniquely identify a
source host. Our stateless obfuscation method can achieve
“per flow, per source ID, per source locator” to resist cross-
destination and cross-time correlation.

Location privacy is preserved by obfuscating source
locator in the border router. When the packet with an inner
locator arrives at the border router, the border router adds
O-Loc (BR’s locator) and encrypts the inner locator. Since
the border router obfuscates I-Loc by inputting dynamic
EHID, we can achieve different ciphertexts of the same
inner locator with different EHID. ,erefore, both address
independence and locator privacy can be achieved. ,e
obfuscation method brings two benefits: (1) only the outer
locator which refers to the border router is exposed, and the
inner locator is encrypted; (2) no entities outside the do-
main can infer whether two hosts are from the same
location.

Every return packet correctly arrives at the receiver with
stateless translating. Firstly, the return packets are forwarded
to the border router based on the indication of outer locator
(O-Loc). ,e border router retrieves encrypted locator in-
formation from the packet header and recovers the inner
locator (I-Loc) by decrypting EI-Loc with its private key
SK2. ,en, the packet is forwarded to the IDR based on the
plaintext of the inner locator. ,e plaintext of HID is re-
covered by the IDR with the reversible translating algorithm
and SK1. Finally, the return packet is forwarded to the
correct host based on HID.
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By dynamically encrypting identifiers by routers, both
privacy and accountability can be achieved. Compared with
existing anonymous routing solutions, we can achieve packet-
level privacy to resist correlation analysis in network layer.,e
privacy function inherent in routers can also benefit con-
strained IoT devices. Compared with the existing step by step
tracking solutions, we determine the identity based on the
global host ID instead of a local interface ID in IPv6 addresses.
Using dynamic encrypted ID in NAIS only increases one
decryption operation, and the overhead is negligible for an

accountability agent (AA). When the sender of a packet is
required to be tracked, AA can directly obtain the identity and
location of the source host by decrypting the encrypted
identifiers. Only when EID is used as the raw host ID, the AA
needs to request the IDM to open senders’ identity.

4.3. Decentralized and ID-Built-In Cryptographic Keys.
,e trust anchor of NAIS is a two-level decentralized public
key database based on blockchain techniques. NAIS uses

Host IDR BR

DstLoc: [O-Loc], [EI-Loc]
DstID: [HID]
SrcID: [HID = PF||EID||DF]

DstLoc: [O-Loc][EI-Loc]
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SrcLoc: [I-Loc]
SrcID: [EHID]

DstLoc: [O-Loc], [EI-Loc]
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SrcLoc: [O-Loc], [EI-Loc]
SrcID: [EHID]
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Figure 4: ,e procedure to generate and translate privacy ID and locator.
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Figure 3: Authenticity verification procedure.
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global decentralized database to manage ID and public keys
of public services and autonomous domains. ,e public key
related to a public service or an autonomous domain cannot
be modified and deleted by any single authority. For private
services which can be accessed by only limited endpoints or
local entities, local decentralized public key database is
adopted to prevent single point failure. ,ere are three
advantages brought by decentralized public key databases:
(1) risks from single point failure of CA are eliminated; (2)
certificate verification chain is shortened from regular 3 or 4
certificates’ verification to 1 or 2 certificates’ verification; (3)
the action scope of every root public key is limited and can be
verified by entities.

Authenticated key exchange based on decentralized
public key database is a required option in NAIS to prevent
MITM attacks and other identity spoofing attacks. As is
shown in Figure 5, before transferring sensitive data, two
peers will conduct authenticated key exchange protocol to
prevent MIMT attacks. In the scenario where client com-
municates with a public service’s server, the client verifies the
server’s certificate which is signed by the public key recorded
in the database. We assume that the client can securely re-
trieve the service’s public key from the global database before
it sends packets. During the certificate verification procedure,
neither CA certificate nor root certificate is used in this case.
In the scenario where a client communicates with private
services’ servers or endpoints inside the same domain, a root
certificate which is signed by the domain public key will be
used to verify the peer’s certificate. ,erefore, the length of
certificate verification chain is no more than 2 in NAIS, and
the weakness brought by middle CA can be eliminated.

,e security of root certificate management is enhanced
by designing certificate guard devices in every domain. In
existing mechanisms, root certificate can be easily implanted
in the client. Most endpoint devices may lack the ability to
determine whether a root certificate should be trusted. If an
illegal root certificate generated by an attacker is accepted by
the client, then MITM attacks can be successfully launched.
We use certificate guard to help the clients to securely
manage root certificates. Every root certificate is verified by
the certificate guard before the client accepts a root certif-
icate. A root certificate for private or local use is signed by a
domain public key, and it must be registered in the local
database to support accountability. By binding the root
certificate with a domain, the action scope of the root
certificate is limited. It can only provide legality proof for the
endpoints’ certificates in the same domain. Another func-
tionality of certificate guard is to help clients to conduct
complete certificate revocation checking. In the existing
solutions, most certificate revocation information cannot be
directly retrieved by clients, and it brings much commu-
nication overhead for clients [50, 51]. To lighten clients’
burden for obtaining and checking certificate revocation
information, the certificate guard is designed to retrieve and
cache fresh certificate revocation information. Since the
certificate revocation information requested by clients from
the same domain or organization is always similar, adopting
certificate guards can improve efficiency and security for
certificate revocation checking.

One of the main features in key exchange procedure is
that the exchanged certificate binds host’s network layer
identifier (e.g., ID in IP layer) with a public key. In the
existing solutions, PKI certificate binds web service’s domain
name with a public key to resist MITM attacks. In the
scenario where a service provider uses many edge servers or
CDN servers to provide services, the service certificate and
private key are always shared by all the servers to support the
clients’ verification. Obviously, compromising any edge
server will bring security risks of key exchange. In NAIS,
every endpoint has its own certificate which binds a network
layer identifier. ,erefore, compromising the private key of
one edge server will not bring MITM attack risks to other
servers’ communication.

4.4. Interdomain Attack Prevention and Tracing. Filtering
DDoS traffic in the domain border or near the attack source
is one of our main goals by deploying cross-domain co-
operation solutions. To reach the goal, we design three-level
defense mechanism to prevent DDoS traffic. DDoS traffic is
firstly prevented at the border router of the destination
domain. Most spoofed traffic is filtered by the first defense.
,en, attack traffic which passes through the first defense is
filtered at the IDR near the victim. Only traffic with au-
thentic identifiers can arrive at the victim, and abnormal big
traffic can be identified and traced based on the authentic
identifiers. ,e last defense is that the victim can use an
attack defense and tracing protocol to request the source
domains to clean the abnormal traffic.

,e detailed description of the three-level defense
against DDoS attacks is given as follows (Figure 6):

(i) ,e first defense at the border router. Packets with
spoofed domain identifiers from dishonest domains
can be prevented at the border routers of the des-
tination domain. ,is is implemented by embed-
ding the domain ID and a domain authentication
code (DAC) in every packet. Every two domains
share a symmetric key to generate DAC. Without a
shared key between the source domain and desti-
nation domain, the packets with spoofed ID cannot
pass through verification. If most attack traffic is
confirmed to be from some specific domain and is
not honestly blocked by the source domain, the
destination domain can limit the traffic from the
source domain according to its security policy.

(ii) ,e second defense at the ID router. NAIS shifts
down the user identifier AID from the application
layer into the network layer. AID is a verifiable ID
which is distributed by the protected service. Reg-
istered user’s hosts and service hosts inside the
protection region are previously allocated with AID
and related keys. ,ere are two types of traffic
marked with AID and code in the IP header. Every
packet from the registered users is embedded with
AID and a code which is computed by the key and
dynamic parameters. Legal response traffic from
reflective servers (e.g., DNS, NTP) is also marked
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with AID and code. By adopting AID and code in
the network layer, network devices in front of the
victim can efficiently filter illegal traffic. ,erefore,
reflective denial of service attack traffic and most
flooding traffic can be efficiently dropped by net-
work devices before arriving at the victim. ,e

abnormal big traffic marked with the same AID can
also be identified and dropped in this step.

(iii) ,e last defense at the victim host. An attack defense
and tracing protocol is adopted to trace illegal traffic
and prevent attacks near source. On the basis of the
two previous filtering steps, most abnormal traffic
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with authentic identifiers can be well determined at
the victim. If the traffic is deemed to be abnormal, the
victim initiates the attack defense and tracing protocol
to push back the abnormal traffic to the source do-
main. Firstly, the victim sends a request with the illegal
packet to the accountability agent in the destination
domain.,en, the accountability agent propagates the
request to the accountability agent in the source do-
main. Since privacy identifiers are adopted, only the
source domain has the ability to trace the attacker’s
identity and location. When receiving the request, the
accountability agent in the source domain firstly
conducts nonrepudiation checking by verifying source
authentication code (SAC) in the packet header.,en,
it opens the authentic host identifier and location.
Finally, it sends control commands to the related
routers to take actions.

5. Implementation and Evaluation

We implement source authenticity verification, identifiers’
privacy protection, and interdomain DDoS defense over
IPv6. Although NAIS includes authentication protocols in
control plane and decentralized key management functions,
existing related solutions have proved that these techniques
are feasible to implement. However, most packet forwarding
devices like routers have no inherent cryptographic calcu-
lation functions, since they have high performance re-
quirements for forwarding packets. ,erefore, we focus on
evaluating the performance of routers in data plane which
performs cryptographic operations on every packet.

We use OMNeT++ INET as the simulation platform to
carry out experiments to show the performance of packet
forwarding. Since the cipher operations in the routers are
similar, we only present performance evaluation of the ID
router and the border router in this section.

5.1. NAIS Data Packet. As is shown in Figure 7, we embed
network locators and host identifiers in IPv6 addresses with
128 bit length. A next header of IPv6 packets is adopted to
add additional fields to support NAIS security functions.,e
dynamic factor (DF), domain identifiers, timestamp, SAC,
DAC, and AID are located in the next header. ,e SAC,
DAC, and AID code are the output of secure message au-
thentication code (MAC) generation algorithms, with the
input of SrcIP, DstIP, DF, SrcDomainID, DstDomainID,
and TimeStamp. We take DF as the input of encryption
algorithm to provide identifiers’ privacy, and take timestamp
as the input in the code generation procedure to resist replay
attacks. Even though we give a length value of all the security
fields, the length of these fields can be redefined according to
specific requirements. We adopt AES-256 as symmetric
cryptography to implement authenticity verification and
identifiers’ privacy. AES-CMAC which is secure for fixed
length inputs is adopted to generate MAC. Host identifiers
and inner locators are encrypted by using AES-256. In the
future, we will implement lightweight symmetric crypto-
graphic algorithms to achieve high performance.

5.2. ID Router Implementation and Forwarding Performance
Evaluation. Compared with the regular router, the ID
router near the source host additionally performs one en-
cryption to obfuscate source ID and one MAC computation
to generate LAC. ,e ID router near the destination host
performs oneMAC to verify AID code, and it may perform a
key derivation calculation to get AID key based on a master
key. If the related key of every AID can be obtained by
searching a small key table, then the overhead for verifying
AID code is just one MAC computation. ,erefore, we only
give the forwarding performance evaluation of the source
IDR in Figures 8 and 9, since the IDR near the receiver
performs fewer operations.

We perform a throughput evaluation experiment for 4
different packet sizes. We compare the performance of 4
types of ID routers: (1) the IDR without any security
functions; (2) the IDR with authenticity verification func-
tion; (3) the IDR with ID obfuscation function; (4) the IDR
with both verification and obfuscation functions. Since the
source host’s packet rate is limited on the simulation plat-
form, we set a total capacity of 4Gbps for the IDR.

As is shown in Figure 8, the IDR has adequate capacity to
perform security processing without degrading performance
for the given packet rates. Compared with the regular packet
processing without adding security processing (shown by
the noncurve), the throughput of the router which performs
ID authenticity verification only drops by 0.18Mpps or
23Mbps. We also can infer that increasing encryption al-
most has no throughput drop. Figure 9 also shows that the
delay increased by the cipher calculation on every packet
header is no more than 100 ns. ,erefore, the security op-
erations are lightweight and will not degrade routers’
performance.

In fact, the slight throughput drop and delay are brought
by message authentication code calculation. In order to
generate the message code (LAC), we take the information
(IP addresses, DF, domain ID, TimeStamp) of 52 bytes as the
input. ,erefore, the CMAC algorithm needs to call AES
about 6 times. If the implementation platform has parallel
computing and hardware acceleration on cryptographic
operations, the performance of packet forwarding will be
largely improved. Another method to improve the perfor-
mance can be adopting more lightweight cryptographic

Ipv6 header

Next header

PayloadUpper layer

Src IP: O-Loc(46bit)||I-Loc(16bit)||PF(2bit)||EID(64bit)
Dst IP: Prefix(64bit)||HID(64bit)

DF(64bit)

SrcDomainID(32bit) DstDomainID(32bit)

TimeStamp(32bit)
SAC(64bit)

DAC/LAC(64bit)

AID(32bit) AID Code(32bit)

Figure 7: NAIS packet header.
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algorithms. In fact, reducing the length of input data which
can be supported in our flexible IP header can also improve
the routers’ forwarding performance, since the IPv6 address
is of fixed 16 byte length and more input data means more
AES calling.

5.3. Border Router Implementation and Forwarding Perfor-
mance Evaluation. ,e border router in the source domain
basically performs two MAC calculations to verify LAC and
generate DAC and one encryption to provide locator pri-
vacy. To prevent spoofed packets from compromising ID
routers, the border router randomly performs one de-
cryption to get host ID, one key derivation and one MAC to
verify SAC. SAC generated by the source host is verified
every 100 packets to check whether the IDR is secure and
honest. When verifying SAC generated by the host, the
border additionally performs one key derivation and one
MAC computation. ,e key derivation algorithm is one of
the HKDFs (hashed key derivation functions) based on
HMAC-SHA256.

We set a total capacity of 10Gbps for the border router to
process traffic from three ID routers (4Gbps from IDR1,

4Gbps from IDR2, and 2Gbps from IDR3). Figure 10 shows
that the additional security operations have minor impact on
the performance of the border router. Compared with the
performance of the BR with no security functions shown by
noncurve, the ID verification operations only bring 0.3Mpps
or 38Mbps drop of the throughput shown by the ID veri-
fication curve. As shown by the ID obfuscation curve, the
results disclose that obfuscation operation almost brings no
degradation. Figure 11 shows that the packet delay added by
security operations is no more than 20 ns.

In fact, the performance drop can only be attributed
to the MAC calculation. Although we calculate every
verification key based on a master key, the host ID, and
the HKDF algorithm to keep stateless verification on host
ID, the sampling operation is not conducted on every
packet. ,erefore, key derivation will not bring much
impact. Similarly, the performance of MAC operations
can also be improved by using lightweight cryptographic
algorithms, hardware acceleration, and shorter input.
According to our knowledge, some routers with similar
cryptographic functions have achieved line-rate packet
forwarding performance by adopting hardware
acceleration.
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6. Conclusion and Discussion

In this article, we analyze the security issues of end-to-end
communication and conclude several necessary security
requirements for constructing trustworthy networks. We
present four key security techniques of NAIS. By isolating
ID and locator from IP addresses, we well balance au-
thenticity, privacy, and accountability. ,e privacy
identifiers in the IP header can efficiently prevent cross-
site and cross-time slice correlation analysis. ,e privacy
of source location is also preserved without sacrificing
routing performance. By deploying multistep verification,
we can efficiently prevent spoofing attacks and achieve fast
tracing ability. Confidentiality and integrity of packets can
also be achieved by providing decentralized public key
databases, which can eliminate risks from man-in-the-
middle attacks and single point failures. To solve the
stubborn DDoS issue, we design three-level defense
mechanism, which can greatly enhance network security
defense capabilities. Finally, we evaluate the effect of
security functions on the packet forwarding performance.
,e results show that the added security operations will

not degrade the performance of the devices in the data
plane. Beyond the scope of this article, we will continue to
research the motivation mechanism to promote inter-
domain collaboration and near-source defense.
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